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A launcher from the S-300VM Antey-2500 missile defense system.

Russia could sell Iran advanced Almaz-2500 anti-aircraft missile systems after Tehran
withdraws a lawsuit against Moscow for canceling a previous weapons delivery, newspaper
Kommersant reported Monday citing an unidentified Kremlin source.

Such a sale would increase Iran's ability to repel air attacks and — critics say — protect any
nuclear facilities that they are deployed to protect.

Iran purchased five S-300 air defense systems in 2007, but then-President Dmitry Medvedev
froze the delivery three years later as a sign of good will toward the West amid negotiations on
Iran's nuclear program.

But with Russia's relationship with the West on the rocks over Ukraine, Moscow and Tehran
are revisiting the sale.
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After negotiations yielded a preliminary deal on Iran's nuclear program in April, Russian
President Vladimir Putin lifted Medvedev's ban on selling the weapons to Tehran, signaling
that a delivery may be imminent. However, an obstacle remains: a $4 billion lawsuit filed by
Iran against Russian state arms export agency Rosobornexport for violating the 2007
contract.

Progress is being made to resolve the issue, Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister Morteza Sarmadi
told Russian news agency Sputnik on Sunday. In recent negotiations the two sides discussed
amendments to the 2007 contract and mechanisms for lifting the lawsuit, he said.

“The termination of these proceedings will be the first step toward implementing the
transaction, this is fundamental”, Kommersant quoted an unidentified Kremlin official as
saying.

The two sides are also discussing new prices for the anti-air missiles, Sarmadi told Sputnik.

According to the Kommersant report, the S-300 units that Tehran purchased in 2007 have
since gone out of production, and in February the head of state defense technology holding
Rostec, Sergei Chemezov, offered up the more advanced Almaz-2500 systems instead.
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